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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new approach for automatically acquiring translation templates from unannotated bilingual spoken language corpora. Two basic algorithms are adopted:
a grammar induction algorithm, and an alignment algorithm using
bracketing transduction grammar. The approach is unsupervised,
statistical, and data-driven, and employs no parsing procedure.
The acquisition procedure consists of two steps. First, semantic
groups and phrase structure groups are extracted from both the
source language and the target language. Second, an alignment
algorithm based on bracketing transduction grammar aligns the
phrase structure groups. The aligned phrase structure groups are
post-processed, yielding translation templates. Preliminary experimental results show that the algorithm is effective.
Index Terms—Bilingual grammar induction, machine translation, structure alignment, translation template acquisition.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH THE development of corpus processing technology,
more and more bilingual corpora are becoming available for knowledge acquisition in machine translation and many
other natural language processing tasks. Translation templates
provide one especially useful kind of knowledge for machine
translation systems. At the same time, phrasal translation examples are an essential resource for many MT and machine-assisted translation architectures. In this paper, we bring together
this need and this resource. We present a new approach for
acquiring translation templates automatically from a sentencealigned parallel English–Chinese corpus through phrase structure extraction and alignment.
In some example-based machine translation systems, the
translation templates are extracted manually from the corpus.
For example, [10] manually encodes translation rules in this
way. Similarly, [18] has also proposed an example-based
system which employs manually-built matching expressions as
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the translation templates. However, as the size of corpus grows
larger, the manual template extraction becomes increasingly
difficult and error-prone.
Some methods for automatically acquiring translation templates have also been proposed. For instance, in [3], [16], and
[1], the analogical models are adopted for learning translation
templates from bilingual parallel corpus. Templates are obtained
by grouping the similar translation examples and replacing their
differences with variables. However, such methods need a very
large bilingual parallel corpus which contains many similar sentences. By contrast, other methods for template acquisition are
instead based on structure alignment, e.g. those of [5], [9], [20].
These approaches follow a procedure which may be termed
“parse-parse-match” [23]. In these methods, each language of
the parallel corpus is first parsed separately using monolingual
grammars, and then the corresponding constituents are matched
using some heuristic procedures. Such methods, however, need
two high-performance parsers, one for the source language and
one for the target language. In a similar vein, [8] has proposed
a method based on bilingual language modeling: bilingual sentence pairs are first aligned with respect to syntactic structure by
combining a parser with a statistical bilingual language model.
The alignment results are then used to extract translation templates. This method, too, needs a high-performance parser. It
also requires the part-of-speech tagging systems for both the
source and the target language.
And some other statistical methods are also proposed to
perform the task of translation template acquisition [23]
introduced the bracketing transduction grammar (BTG). It
uses no language specific syntactic grammar, and employs a
maximum-likelihood parser to select the parse tree that best
satisfies the combined lexical translation preference. This
method achieves encourage results for bilingual bracketing
using a word-translation lexicon alone [13], [14] proposed
the alignment template translation model. It explicitly takes
shallow phrase structures into account, using two different
alignment levels: a phrase level alignment between phrases and
a word level alignment between single words. This method
can learn fully automatically by using a bilingual training
corpus and are capable of achieving better translation results on a limited-domain task than other example-based or
rule-based translation systems. And [24] presented an integrated phrase segmentation and alignment algorithm, which
segments the sentences into phrases and finds their alignments simultaneously without building an initial word-to-word
alignment.
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TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF THE GRAMMARS ACQUIRED FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL CORPUS

With the grammars shown in Table I, the system aligns the
phrase structures as follows:
Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed translation template acquisition system.

In this paper, we propose a statistical, data-driven approach
which acquires translation templates from unannotated bilingual corpora based on the bilingual grammar induction and
BTG. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, our motivations are introduced in detail. In
Section III, we survey the basic algorithms for both grammar
induction and alignment using BTG. In Section IV, the experimental results and analysis are shown. Finally, some concluding
remarks are given in Section V.

where
means the Chinese word aligned with the word “to”
is null, and

Thus, we can obtain the following translation templates:

II. OUR MOTIVATIONS
The translation template acquisition based on structural
alignment is a popular method in the area of statistical machine
translation. Considerable research has been carried out on this
topic. We focus here on the methods based on unsupervised
machine learning; propose a translation template acquisition
method based on statistical phrase structure extraction and
alignment.
The main ideas of our approach to translation template acquisition are shown in Fig. 1.
The input of our approach is the sentence-aligned bilingual
corpus. Here, an English-Chinese bilingual corpus is used.
The Chinese sentences are first segmented, then the grammar
induction procedure is performed on both English and Chinese
sentences. Next, the semantic groups (labeled SCi) and phrasal
groups (labeled PCi) are obtained from the corpus for both
English and Chinese. Finally, the phrase structures of the
languages are aligned, using a modified BTG. These aligned
phrase structures are post-processed to create the translation
templates, which are the results of our approach.
We now give a simple example to explain how the translation
templates are acquired from the unannotated corpora.
Suppose some SCi and PCi groups are obtained from the
corpus, as shown in Table I.

in

Here,
and exemplify two kinds of translation templates
is a constant template, since all of its elein our approach.
contains at least one variments are constants. By contrast,
able element, so we call such kind of temples the variable template.
III. BASIC ALGORITHMS
In this section, we provide a brief overview of our basic algorithms for grammar induction and alignment using BTG.
A. Grammar Induction Algorithm
This clustering method consists of two steps, spatial clustering and temporal clustering. In the clustering procedure,
we consider entities as processing unit. The entities include
single words and the semantic group labels, the phrasal structure group labels got from the procedure of clustering. For
example, in Table I, the single word “single,” “want,” and etc.
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are single-word-level entities; the semantic group labels SCE5
and SCC10 are the semantic-group-level entities, each entity
contains a group of single words; and the phrasal structure
group labels PCC8, PCE14 and etc. are the phrasal- structure-group-level entities, each entity contains a sequence of
words or a sequence of entities. In the spatial clustering step, the
entities which have similar left and right contexts are grouped
together. These entities generally have similar semantics. In
the temporal clustering step, the entities which frequently
co-occur are clustered into groups. These entity groups tend to
be commonly-used phrases.
In spatial clustering, the Kullback-Leibler distance is used to
describe the similarity of the distributions of the local contexts
of entities, where an entity’s local context consists of the entity
immediately before it and the entity immediately after it (1)

vectors to describe the contexts of an entity, and these can be
used to calculate the similarity between two entities. If an entity
appears in the context of another given entity, this relationship
can be described using the expression (posi, ), where posi has
the value left if appears to the left side of the entity, or right if
appears to the entity’s right. The value of each feature is the
frequency count of the feature in the corpus.
and
denote the feature vectors for the entity and , is the number of feature types exis the th feature.
tracted from the corpus, and
Three other similarity measures are also used in the spatial
clustering step, the Cosine Measure, Cosine of Pointwise Mutual Information, and Dice Co-efficient.
The Cosine Measure computes the cosine of two entities’ feature vectors (5)

(1)
(5)
Here, denotes the unigram distribution of the words which
appear in the local context of the entity , denotes the same
denotes the word which apdistribution for entity , and
pears in the local contexts of the entities and that of , and
denotes the union of .
In order to acquire a symmetric measure of the distance, or
degree of difference, between two local context distributions,
we use the divergence of the distributions, as shown in (2)
(2)
Then, the distance between two entities
as (3):

and

is defined

(3)
Distance between entities is thus the sum of the divergences
of the distributions of the entities’ left and right contexts.
In order to increase the clustering accuracy, we introduce the
extended distance contexts into the measurement of distance between entities: we consider the words next to the entities’ contexts, called extended contexts. The Kullback-Leibler distance
of extended contexts is calculated as the similarity of their distributions, using (1). The symmetric distance between words can
also be calculated using (2).
Finally, the distance between two entities is computed as the
sum of the distance of the contexts and that of the extended
and
can be
contexts. Thus the distance between entities
described using (4)

The pointwise mutual information (PMI) between a feature
and an entity measures the strength of the association
between them, as defined in (6)
(6)
is the probability of
co-occurring with
Here,
;
is the probability of
co-occurring with any entity; and
is the probability of any feature co-occurring
with . For example, if all the features occur 1,000 times in
occurs 50 times, and
co-occurs with
the corpus,
for 10 times, any feature co-occurs with for 100 times, then
,
,
.
The Cosine of Pointwise Mutual Information (CosPMI) is defined in (7)

(7)

This formula computes the cosine between two entities’
pointwise mutual information.
The Dice Co-efficient is defined in (8). It is a simple measure
of the difference between zero and nonzero frequency counts

(4)
denotes the symmetric disHere, the expression
tance of the extended contexts of the two entities and .
The maximally similar entities are gathered into a semantic
group, labeled SCi. That is, we cluster the pairs of entities which
have the minimal distance between them (as calculated by (4)).
Other measures which can be used to calculate the similarity
between two entities have also been considered. We use feature

(8)

Here,
if
and
otherwise.
After the spatial clustering, we substitute a category label
throughout the corpus for the words that have been grouped.
Then the temporal clustering is computed.
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In the temporal clustering step, the Mutual Information (MI)
is used to describe the degree of co-occurrence of two entities
and in the same sentence of the corpus, and it becomes the
metric used for clustering. MI is defined in (9)
(9)
The entities which have the highest MI are clustered into
phrasal groups labeled PCi. Next, PC labels are substituted for
these entity pairs. Then another iteration of spatial clustering
can be started. After application of the clustering algorithm, the
semantic groups and phrase structure groups will be extracted
from the corpus.
After each iteration of the clustering algorithm, more words
are clustered into semantic groups and phrasal structure groups.
The coverage of the clustering algorithm can be measured in
terms of the percentage of words in the input corpus that are
captured in the clustering groups. A stopping criterion (STC)
is defined as the relative increment of the clustering coverage.
For example, if the coverage after iteration is 80% and that of
next iteration is 82%, then the STC between these two iterations
. When the STC is below 1%, the
is
clustering algorithm will be stopped.
We now describe our grammar induction approach. Importantly, it can capture semantic and phrase structures from unannotated corpora.
The grammar induction algorithm is described in Fig. 2.
The input of the algorithm is the English part or the Chinese
part of the bilingual corpus.
Step 1: If the distance measure is used, for each two
entities and in the corpus, calculate the distance
between them using (4). If other similarity measures
are used, for each two entities and in the corpus,
calculate the similarity between them using (5) or (7)
or (8).
Step 2: Group the N pairs which have the minimum
distance or the maximum similarity into a semantic
class.
Step 3: Replace the entities in Step2 with their semantic class label SCi.
Step 4: For each two entities and in the corpus,
calculate the MI between them using (9).
Step 5: Select the N pairs of entities with the highest
MI to form the phrasal structure groups.
Step 6: Replace the entities in Step5 with their phrasal
structure class label PCi.
Step 7: Calculate STC. If STC is lower than 1%, stop
the procedure of the clustering algorithm, else go to
Step 1.
The Output of the algorithm is a list of semantic groups and
phrasal structure groups.
B. Alignment Using Bracketing Transduction Grammar
A bilingual model called inversion transduction grammar
(ITG), proposed by Wu [23], parses bilingual sentence pairs
simultaneously. As it is difficult to find suitable bilingual
syntactic grammars for English and Chinese, we employ a
simplified ITG called BTG [22]. A BTG contains only one

Fig. 2.

Flow chart of the grammar induction algorithm.

nonterminal symbol . This symbol can be rewritten either
recursively as a pair of ’s or as a single terminal pair

Here, the lower-case denotes the probability of the syntactic
can be chosen to be
rules. It has no practical effect , and
of lexical translations pairs. At
unrelated to the probabilities
present, it is set to an arbitrary constant. The operator “[ ]” is
used to represent the concatenation when both languages use
the same ordering. The operator “ ” is used when language one
concatenates in the order shown, but language two concatenates
represents the probability that the source
in the reverse order.
language word is translated by the target language word , as
trained by the Expectation–Maximization word-translation algorithm. The last two singleton productions denote that, in the
parallel sentences, the word in one language has no counterpart
in the other language. A small constant can be chosen for the
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probabilities
and
in these productions, so that the optimal bracketing falls back on these productions only when it is
otherwise impossible to match the relevant singletons.
The expressive characteristics of ITG grammars naturally
constrain the space of possible matching in a highly appropriate
fashion. As a result, BTG grammars achieve encouraging
results for bilingual bracketing using a word-translation lexicon
alone [23]. However, since no language specific syntactic
knowledge is used in BTG’s, the grammaticality of the output
can not be guaranteed [8].
Our main idea in the present work is to use phrase structure
information acquired by the grammar induction algorithm as a
boundary restriction in the BTG language model. When the constraint is in compatible with BTG, BTG is used as the default
result. This procedure makes the alignment going on regardless
of some failure in the matching process. Then a dynamic programming algorithm is used to compute the maximally probable
alignment of all possible phrase structures.
is defined to denote
A constraint heuristic function
the English boundary constraint. Here, denotes the beginning
position of the phrase structure and denotes its end position.
Phrase structure matching can yield three cases: invalid match,
exact match, and inside match. An invalid match occurs when
the alignment conflicts with phrasal boundaries. Examples appear in (1,2), (3,4) and (4,5) etc. in the sample sentence below.
(The constraint function is set at a minimum value 0.0001 to
prevent selection of such matches when an alternate match is
available.) An exact match means that the match falls exactly on
the phrase boundaries, as in (2,3), (1,4) and (5,7) below. (When
this condition is met, the function is set at a high value 10 for
weighting.) Examples of inside matches are seen in (5,6) and
(6,7) below. (The value of these functions is set to 1.)
Example:
The Chinese constraint function
is defined similarly.
and let the
Now let the input English sentence be
. As an abbrevicorresponding Chinese sentence be
for the sequence of English words
,
ation, we write
; Similarly, we write
for the Chinese word seidentifies all posquence. Further, the expression
and
sible matched structures, where the substrings
both derive from the node . The local optimization function is
shown in (10)
(10)
Equation (10) denotes the maximally probable alignment of
the phrase structures. Then the best combination of the phrase
structures has the probability
.
To insert the English and Chinese constraints into the alignment procedure, we integrate the constraint functions
and
into the local optimization function. For this purpose, the function is split into three functions, as in (11)–(13)

TABLE II
ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM

(12)

(13)
Here,

In (12) and (13), the condition
specifies that only one of the language strings, not both,
may be split into an empty string.
Other symbols in the algorithm are defined as follows:
,
and
are the variables
used to record the production direction, the spilt points in
is
English, and the split points in Chinese, when
achieved. These variables are used to reconstruct the bilingual
is the
alignment tree in the final step.
is the left side of ,
nonterminal label of the node .
is its right side.
and
The optimal bilingual parsing tree for a given sentence-pair is
then computed using the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm
[23] shown in Table II.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental Corpus

(11)

Our experiments employed an English-Chinese parallel
spoken language corpus, collected in the travel information
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TABLE IV
NUMBERS OF CLUSTERING GROUPS FOR DIFFERENT SIMILARITY MEASURES

domain, and consisting of 2,950 bilingual parallel utterances.
The Chinese vocabulary size of the corpus is 989, and the
English size is 1074. The average length of sentences is 7.8
words for Chinese, and 6.5 words for English.
B. Experimental Results
We define the
of the results as follows:

,

and

(14)
(15)
(16)
Here,
denotes the number of correct translation templates
denotes the
acquired by our algorithm (judged manually);
total number of the translation templates acquired by the algodenotes the number of the translation templates
rithm, and
which we manually extracted from the whole corpus.
The manual work done by us follow the rules as follows.
1) The templates extracted must be grammatical on both side
of Chinese and English.
2) Both sides of the templates must be integral. The commonly used phrase structures can not be split into several
parts. These commonly used phrases are included in the
phrase dictionary we collected and compiled, which contains 340 000 phrases in it.
3) The alignment of the phrase structures must be correct.
BTG grammars can be used without our framework to segment and align bilingual corpora at the phrasal level. Accordingly, as a control, we performed the experiment using BTG
only for translation template acquisition. Then, for comparison,
we performed it with our framework on the same task.
We also performed the same task followed the procedure
which is called “parse-parse-match.” The English sentences
were parsed by the Stanford parser [6]. The Chinese parser we
used here is developed by our research group [7]. The parsing
results have not been manually revised.
The experimental results are shown in Table III.
To determine the effects of different similarity measures, we
also carried out the experiments using: 1) the Distance measure
in (4); 2) the Cosine Measure; 3) the Cosine of Pointwise Mutual
Information; and 4) the Dice Co-efficient. The numbers of clustering semantic groups and phrasal structure groups are shown
in Table IV.
The results of precision of the clustering got by different similarity measurement are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Experimental results of the precision for different similarity measures.

Fig. 4. Experimental results of the precision, recall, and F-measure for
different similarity measures.

And the precision, recall and F-measure of the output templates got by different similarity measurement are shown in
Fig. 4.
C. Analysis of the Experimental Results
Table III shows that the results when using our framework for
translation template acquisition are much better than those when
using only BTG to segment and align phrase structures. And
the results using our framework are also comparable with that
of the procedure which is called “parse-parse-match”. Since our
framework need fewer resources, it is clearly helpful to use our
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framework following bilingual grammar induction and phrasal
alignment.
Table IV shows the numbers of the clustering groups got by
the different similarity measurement.
Fig. 3 shows that the different similarity measures yield different performance results for translation template acquisition.
And it also shows that the higher the performance of the clustering is, the higher that of the templates acquisition will be.
Fig. 4 shows that using the Cosine of Pointwise Mutual Information as a similarity measure gives the highest performance.
Two kinds of errors appear in the experimental results. First,
some errors occur in the grammar induction step: because the induction algorithm does not adequately use the information contained in the corpus, unrelated entities are sometimes clustered
into a single group. The second sort of errors occurs in the alignment step when idiomatic translations are compared.
According to the errors in the experiments, in the future
research, we plan to use a synonym dictionary to reduce the
number of errors during grammar induction. To reduce the
number of idiom-related errors, we will introduce some dictionary information and additional pre-processing.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an approach to automatic acquisition
of translation templates from unannotated bilingual parallel corpora. The method is statistical and data-driven, and requires no
parser. A grammar induction algorithm extracts from the corpus
semantic and phrase structure grammars for both source and
target languages. Based on these grammars, the phrase structures are aligned using BTG. Finally, the aligned structures are
treated as translation templates. This method needs fewer resources than the method which is called as “parse-parse-match.”
And it can get comparable results as those of the “parse-parsematch” method. These results of the preliminary experiments
show that our approach is viable.
However, we still face many difficult tasks, including the improvement of grammar induction and alignment. In the future,
we will introduce more information such as some dictionary
information (including a synonym dictionary) and some additional preprocessing.
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